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Abstract
We study typed behavioural equivalences for the -calculus, in which the type
system allows a form of subtyping. This enables processes to selectively distribute
dierent capabilities on communication channels.
The equivalences considered include typed versions of testing equivalences and
barbed bisimulation equivalences.
We show that these can be characterised via standard techniques applied to a
novel labelled transition system of congurations. These consist of a process term
together with two related type environments; one constraining the process and the
other its computing environment.
1 Introduction
Type systems are playing an increasingly important role in the theory of dis-
tributed systems. They are essentially a form of static analysis which help in
the elimination of run-time errors from programs. Within the theory of dis-
tributed systems this intuitive notion of run-time error has been extended to
include a diverse range of properties. For example in [14,3] type systems have
been designed to detect potential deadlocks while [19] introduced a system of
types for the -calculus which are used to control the interpretation of the
-calculus. This system of types was extended further in [18] and now forms
the basis for the powerful type system implemented in the programming lan-
guage Pict, [20]; related type systems for higher-order concurrent languages
may be found in [12,13]. In papers such as [22,21] types have been used to
manage access control to resources, while in [23] notions of trust have been
incorporated in order to protect good host sites from bad computing agents.
Subtyping is an essential part of most of these systems. For example in
c
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it is relatively rare for communication channels to be used for both
input and output in the same \region" of a program. Typically servers have
one form of access while clients require a dierent form. These access require-
ments can be implemented and managed using a subtype relation on the set
of types. For example a particular channel may be declared with a type which
allows both read and write access; this channel could be passed to one pro-
cess, say a server, at a subtype which only allows read, or input access, and
passed to a client at a dierent subtype, allowing write, or output access only.
Indeed in papers such as [22,26] types are viewed as sets of capabilities, such
as read access and write access, and sending a name to a process at a subtype
amounts to sending it with a subset of the declared capabilities.
Another important feature common to many distributed systems is the
ability to test the identity of agent names, resource names, location names etc.
This language feature is modelled in the -calculus by means of a matching
construct
if a = b then P else Q
with the semantics that P will execute in case the names a and b are identi-
cal and Q will execute otherwise. In the presence of subtyping this language
feature may exhibit subtle properties. For instance, it would be unnecessarily
restrictive to insist that a and b have identical types in order that the above
expression be well-typed. In particular, it may be the case that a and b are
bound to the same name albeit at distinct supertypes, with restricted capabil-
ities, of some common type. In such a case we notice that not only would the
conditional take the branch of execution containing P , but the information
that a and b are identical may be used to collate type information also. It
would be perfectly safe for P to use both a and b with any of the capabilities
allowed in the type of either a or b. Such exibility and observational power
is provided in typed object oriented languages such as Java, by means of ex-
plicit downwards type casting and run-time type checking. We cater for this
possibility here by providing a static type rule for the conditional construct
which implicitly casts the types of a and b to the greatest common subtype of
the two.
The subject of this paper then is the investigation of behavioural equiva-
lences for typed process languages, particularly in the presence of subtyping
and an equality test on names. The type environment in which a process runs
obviously aects its behaviour, and therefore behavioural identities. Let us
informally write
  ` P ' Q (y)
to denote that P and Q exhibit the same behaviour when run in an environ-
ment constrained by some type environment. The type environment dictates
the type at which identiers may be used; if an identier is not in the domain
1
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of   then intuitively it can not be used by the process' environment. Then,
using the syntax of the -calculus, we would expect the identity
  ` a!hviR ' 0
if the identier a is not in the domain of the constraining environment  . It
should also be true if it were in the domain but   dictates that it could only
be used to output values. In this case the process environment would never
be able to exercise the component a!hvi; to do so would require read access to
a, which is forbidden by  .
In the presence of subtyping the situation gets more complicated. For
example consider the two processes, again expressed in -calculus syntax,
P  (new c : rwhi) a!hci j c!hiS
Q (new c : rwhi) a!hci j 0
Both generate a new channel c at some type rwhi which allows both read
and write access. Now suppose   is a type environment in which the type
associated with a is such that it can only be used to read and write identiers
which themselves can be used for at most write access. Such types are a
standard part of many of the type systems for the -calculus, [19]. In this
situation we would expect
  ` P ' Q
because no observing process can exercise the c!hvi component. This follows
since the observing process can only gain knowledge of the new channel c by
receiving it on the channel a; but this method of transmission ensures that it
can never obtain read access on c, because of the type of a in  , and therefore
can never activate the component c!hvi.
Intuitively in (y) the type environment   constrains both the processes be-
ing observed and the processes with which they are interacting, the observing
processes. However this example shows that in general the type environment
of the observer diverges from that of the observed processes, in this case P and
Q. After the communication on the channel a the observed processes, P and
Q, are now working relative to the environment   augmented with the new
name c at the type rwhi, while the observing process is working with respect
to a dierent type environment,   augmented with c at a dierent type; in
fact a supertype of rwhi.
It is relatively straightforward, using the ideas in [16], to dened reason-
able behavioural equivalences for typed versions of the -calculus. Approxi-
mately we can say that (y) is true, if C[P ] and C[Q] exhibit the same (simple)
behaviour for all contexts C[ ] which are suitably typed respect to  ; such
equivalences are said to be contextually dened. Moreover interesting identi-
ties have been established, [25] for such equivalences . However the proofs for
such equivalences typically involve complicated reasoning over possible con-
texts, essentially establishing a form of Context Lemma in each particular
3
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case. This is in contrast to the untyped behavioural equivalences, [15,9], for
which there are a range of powerful techniques based on labelled transition
systems. These describe processes in terms of the actions they can perform
and their consequences, with judgements of the form
P

 ! Q
In this paper we show that, by building on the ideas in [2,18], similar tech-
niques can be developed for typed equivalences for our version of the -calculus
in which names can be tested for identity, and more importantly the types of
names can change dynamically.
The central idea is to replace the untyped actions above with new typed
actions of the form
I;  ` P

 ! I
0
; 
0
`Q
where  represents the type environment of the observed process, P , and I
the knowledge that the surrounding context, or observing context, knows of
. Performing an action may result in the modication of either, or both,
of these environments. Triples of the form I;  ` P , with minor consistency
requirements, are called congurations and our judgements endow the set of
congurations, Conf , with the structure of a label transition system. We
show that typed versions of barbed congruence and may and must testing
equivalences can be characterised by adapting the standard approaches, [15,9]
to this lts.
We now outline the remainder of this extended abstract. In the next section
we recall the -calculus, its operational semantics and typing system; this is
entirely standard. This is followed by our denitions of the typed behavioural
relations we characterise; the novelty of and interest in our results will depend
to a large extent on the naturalness of these denitions. This is followed by
the heart of the paper, Section 4. Here we dene our knowledge-based labelled
transition system Conf and state the characterisation theorems. We end with
a conclusion, which contains a discussion of related work.
All of the proofs, and many of the details are omitted because of lack of
space. But they may be found in the full version of the paper, [10].
2 The Language
The syntax of the language is given in Figure 1, which presupposes a count-
able supply of both variables, ranged over by x; y, and names, ranged over
by n;m. Readers familiar with the -calculus will nd little of surprise here
except perhaps the omission of the non-deterministic choice operator. This
operator has little impact with respect to typing, and in particular, subtyping,
so we disregard it for the purposes of this paper. We assume the standard
conventions about this language, for example free and bound occurrences of
variables, alpha-conversion, and a well-dened capture-free substitution oper-
4
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T; U ::= Terms
u?(X : A)T Input
u!hviT Output
if u = v then T else U Matching
(new n : A) T Name Creation
T j T Concurrency
T Repetition
0 Termination
X; Y ::= Patterns
x variable
(X
1
; : : : ; X
n
) tuple
u; v; w ::= Values
bv base value
n name
x variable
(u
1
; : : : ; u
n
) tuple
Fig. 1. The Syntax
ation Tfjv=Xjg; terms with no free occurrences of variables, are called processes
and are ranged over by P;Q.
The operational semantics for the language is entirely standard, in terms
of a reduction relation

 !, although our formal denition in Figure 2, also
uses two untyped actions,
a?v
  ! (input), and
(~c:
~
C)a!v
    ! (output).
Our types, and our subtyping relation, are a mild variation of those used
in [22], which in turn is a mild variation of those in [19]. In addition to some
primitive types such as int;bool we have types of the form rhAi;whBi and
frhAi;whBig, where A;B are in turn types. Values allocated these types,
respectively, are to be thought of as channel names with the capability to
read values of type A, write values of type B or both. We will often use
the shorthand rwhAi to mean frhAi;whAig. The formal denition of types is
given in Figure 3. The only point to note is the presence of a maximal type
>, which dominates all types in the subtyping relation. Intuitively a name
a at this type can not be used for either reading or writing; but our version
5
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(l-out)
a!hviP
a!v
 ! P
(l-in)
a?(X : A)P
a?v
  ! Pfjv=Xjg
(l-open)
P
(~c:
~
C)a!v
    ! P
0
(new b : B) P
(b:B)(ec:
e
C)a!v
       ! P
0
b 6= a
b 2 fn(v)
(l-com)
P
(~c:
~
C)a!v
    ! P
0
; Q
a?v
  ! Q
0
P jQ

 ! (new ec :
e
C) (P
0
jQ
0
)
~c \ fn(Q) = ;
(l-com)
P
a?v
  ! P
0
; Q
(~c:
~
C)a!v
    ! Q
0
P jQ

 !
(new ec :
e
C
) (P
0
jQ
0
)
~c \ fn(P ) = ;
(l-eq)
if u = w then P else Q

 ! Q
u 6= w
if u = u then P else Q

 ! P
(l-cntx)
P

 ! P
0
P jQ

 ! P
0
jQ
Q j P

 ! Q j P
0
bn() 62 fn(Q)
P

 ! P
0
P

 ! P j P
0
P

 ! P
0
(new a : A) P

 ! (new a : A) P
0
a 62
n
()
P

 ! P
0
P 

Q
Q

 ! P
0
Fig. 2. The Operational Semantics
of the -calculus has name matching and therefore a name at type > can
be compared to other names. As explained in detail in [22] the set of types
ordered by the subtyping relation <: has a partial meet operator, denoted u;
intuitively A
1
u A
2
is the \union of the capabilities" in A
1
and A
2
.
The type inference rules for process terms is given in Figure 4. The judge-
ments are of the form   ` T where   is a type environment, that is a nite
mapping from identiers, variables and names, to types.
For an identier id we write  ; id : A for the type environment obtained
by augmenting   so as to map id to A; this notation is only dened if id is
not already in the domain of  . More generally we use  u id : A to mean the
type environment  ; id : A if id is not in the domain of   and  
0
otherwise,
where  
0
is equal to   except possibly at id, where  
0
takes the value  (id)uA
(if dened). This notation is generalised in the obvious way to values. We
also say  
2
is an extension of  
1
if it has the form  
1
; 
0
for some  
0
. More
generally we will write  
2
<:  
1
if  
2
(id) <:  
1
(id) for all id in the domain of
 
1
. Finally we will often write  for closed type environments whose domain
6
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Types:
>; int;bool 2 Types
A 2 Types
rhAi 2 Types
whAi 2 Types
A;B 2 Types; B <: A
frhAi; whBig 2 Types
A
i
2 Types
(A
1
; : : : ;A
n
) 2 Types
Subtyping:
A <: A
0
rhAi <: rhA
0
i
frhAi;whBig <: rhA
0
i
A <: A
0
whA
0
i <: whAi
frhBi;whA
0
ig <: whAi
A <: A
0
; B <: B
0
frhAi;whB
0
ig <: frhA
0
i;whBig A <: >
A
i
<: A
0
i
(A
1
: : :A
n
) <: (A
0
1
: : :A
0
n
)
Fig. 3. Types
consists solely of names.
The reader familiar with the input/output capability types of -calculus,
[19], should have no diÆculty with the inference rules except perhaps for
the type rule for conditionals, taken from [22]. In order to establish that
if u = v then T else U is well-typed with respect to the type environment  
we are allowed to type T in the environment  , augmented by \unioning" the
capabilities associated with u to those associated with v, and vice-versa.
The operational semantics and the typing system are in agreement. The
theorem establishing this fact uses 
r
(n) # to indicate that the type envi-
ronment  at n has a type of the form rhAi or frhAi;whBig and, in this
situation, we will write 
r
(n) to refer to the type A , at which n may read
values. Similarly for 
w
(n).
Theorem 2.1 (Subject Reduction) Suppose  ` P . Then

P

 ! Q implies  ` Q

P
a?v
  ! Q implies 
r
(a) # and if  u v : 
r
(a) is well-dened then  u v :

r
(a) ` Q.

P
(~c:
~
C)a!v
    ! Q implies 
w
(a) #, and ; ~c :
~
C ` v : 
w
(a); Q.
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(t-id)
 (u) <: A
  ` u : A
(t-base)
bv 2 Base
  ` bv : Base
(t-tup)
  ` v
i
: A
i
(8i)
  ` (v
1
; : : : ; v
k
) : (A
1
; : : : ;A
k
)
(t-in)
 ; X : A ` T
  ` u : rhAi
  ` u?(X : A)T
(t-out)
  ` u : whAi
  ` v : A
  ` T
  ` u!hviT
(t-eq)
  ` u : A; v : B
  ` U
  u u : B u v : A ` T
  ` if u = v then T else U
(t-new)
 ; a : A ` T
  ` (new a : A) T
(t-str)
  ` T; U
  ` T j U; T; 0
Fig. 4. The Typing Rules
3 Typed Behavioural Equivalences
We concentrate on two main approaches, the rst based on the ability of
observers to discern a dierence in the run-time behaviour of processes [17,9],
while the second, usually associated with bisimulation theory [15], uses co-
inductive methods.
3.1 Testing Preorders
Here we make explicit the computing context in which a process operates. A
test or observer is a nite process with an occurrence of a new reserved name
!, used to report the success of the test. The restriction to nite tests is for
convenience only; it is well-known, [9], that innite tests do not result in any
extra discriminating power. We let T to range over tests, with the typing rule
I ` !!hi for all type environments I. When placed in parallel with a process
P , a test may interact with P , producing an output on ! if some desired
behaviour of P has been observed. We write
P may T
if T j P

 !

R for some R such that R can report success, i.e. R
!!hi
  !. The
stronger relation
P must T
holds when in every computation
T j P

 ! R
1

 ! : : :

 ! R
n

 ! : : :
there is some R
k
; k  0, which can report success. Behavioural equivalences
can now be dened by requiring that processes react in the same manner for
8
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a given class of tests. Here it is appropriate to choose the class of tests which
are well-typed relative to a given environment I.
Denition 3.1 [Testing Preorders] We write I j= P

@
may
Q if P may T
implies Qmay T , for every test T such that I ` T .
Similarly I j= P

@
must
Q means that for every such T , P must T implies
Qmust T .
We use

=
may
and

=
must
denote the related equivalence relations.
Note that in I ` P

=
must
Q (and similar judgements) the type environ-
ment I is a constraint on the observer, or computing context, rather than the
processes P; Q themselves.
3.2 Co-inductive methods
In this subsection we use type environments as constraints on the processes
themselves rather than their computing context.
Denition 3.2 A typed relation over processes consists of a family R of
relations over processes, parametrised by closed type environments,
R = fR

j  closed type environment g
which satises P R

Q implies  ` P; Q.
We normally write  j= P R Q in place of P R

Q.
Typed relations over processes are generalised to arbitrary terms by den-
ing
; X : A j= T R
o
U
to be true if for every value v, closed type environment 
0
disjoint from  and
type A such that ;
0
` v : A, we have ;
0
` Tfjv=Xjg R Ufjv=Xjg. Note
that this enables us to substitute new values, values which are not necessarily
known to the current type environment ; X : A, although it does not allow
us to extend the types of values which are already in the domain of . However
even on closed terms there may be a dierence between a relation R and its
open extension R
o
; in general for  j= P R
o
Q to be true we must have

0
j= P R Q for every allowed extension 
0
of . Note that this is a form of
weakening.
Denition 3.3 A typed relation R is said to be closed with respect to weak-
ening, or w-closed, if R
o
restricted to processes coincides with R.
All the behavioural equivalences we will consider will be w-closed. To
dene these we need to consider a number of properties of typed relations.
Reduction closed:
The typed relation R is reduction closed whenever  j= P R Q and
P

 ! P
0
implies there exists some Q
0
such that Q

 !

Q
0
and  j= P
0
R Q
0
.
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Contextual:
Contexts are dened by extending the syntax in Figure 1, allowing typed
holes [
 
] in terms. The typing system in Figure 4 is extended to contexts in
the obvious way, by adding the rule
(t-cxt)
 ; 
0
` [
 
]
We use C[ ] to denote contexts with at most one hole and C[T ] the term
which results from substituting the term T into the hole. We leave the reader
to establish
Proposition 3.4  
0
` T and   ` C[
 
0
] implies   ` C[T ]. 2
Then we say the typed relationR is contextual whenever  
0
j= T R
o
U and
  ` C[
 
0
] implies   j= C[T ] R
o
C[U ]. This condition places many constraints
on processes. For example on inputs it says that a?(X : A)T and a?(X : A)U
are related if Tfjv=Xjg and Ufjv=Xjg are related for every v and 
0
such that
;
0
` v : A; this includes values v which are not known in the current
environment .
Barb Preserving:
For a given name a such that  ` a : rwh>i. we write  j= P +
barb
a if
there exists some P
0
such that P

 !

a!hi
 ! P
0
. Then we say the typed relation
R is barb preserving if  j= P R Q and  j= P +
barb
a implies  j= Q +
barb
a.
Denition 3.5 [Barbed Congruence] Let

=
cxt
obs
be the largest typed relation
over processes which is

symmetric, that is each component of the relation is symmetric

contextual

reduction closed

barb preserving.
We will usually write this relation in the form  j= P

=
cxt
obs
Q, and we
emphasise that here  is a constraint on the processes themselves, that is
 ` P; Q, rather than its context.
Proposition 3.6 The relation

=
cxt
obs
is w-closed.
This result will have an important consequence when we give a co-inductive
characterisation of this relation.
4 The LTS of Typed Actions
In this section we formally dene the typed actions discussed in the Introduc-
tion. These will form the labelled transition system Conf , which can be used
10
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to provide characterisations of the behavioural equivalences discussed in the
previous section.
4.1 Typed Actions
A type environment I is compatible with  if

I :> 

dom(I) = dom()
Denition 4.1 The triple I;  ` T is a conguration if  is a closed type
environment such that

I is compatible with 

 ` T
The environment I represents the environment's view of the types allocated to
the names in the process. For this reason this view must accord with the actual
types allocated to these names. This is guaranteed by requiring I :>  where
 is the actual type context for the term under investigation. Essentially
this says that the environment cannot know capabilities for a channel which
simply do not exist. The requirement that the domains of the environments
be the same is a technical means of ensuring uniqueness of fresh names. We
use Conf , ranged over by C;D, to denote the set of all congurations.
The generating rules for the transition system of typed actions are dened
in Figure 5 and are to be understood as acting on congurations. The rules
are obtained from those in Figure 2 by taking the type environment of the
computing context, I, into account; essentially actions are only possible if they
are allowed by I. This governance of the possible actions is in evidence in the
rules for generating actions from input and output prexes. We see that an
output action on channel a (respectively input action on a) is only observable
in the case that the environment has the complementary capability, that is,
read capability (write capability) for channel a. This requirement is needed to
ensure that the context needed to test for this action, which will use an input
(output) on channel a, will actually be typable in the type context I.
It may also be worth noting how this knowledge environment varies af-
ter actions. The only updating of the knowledge occurs after an output is
observed from the process. Suppose, given an initial state of knowledge I,
the process output a value v on channel a. As a tester we may build a con-
text which receives values on channel a which have types of at most I
r
(a).
Thus, the resulting knowledge we have of this value after the output tran-
sition is the greatest common subtype u of the knowledge of v before the
transition and I
r
(a). This is reected in the lts rule for output transitions
(tylts-out). Transitions which observe the output of private names are de-
rived using the same basic rule (tylts-out) used underneath a new name
context (rule (tylts-open)). The output of a fresh name b may be observed,
11
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(tylts-red)
P

 ! P
0
I;  ` P

 ! I;  ` P
0
(tylts-out)
I
r
(a) #
I;  ` a!hviP
a!v
 ! I u v : I
r
(a); ` P
(tylts-in)
I
w
(a) # I ` v : I
w
(a)
I;  ` a?(X : A)P
a?v
  ! I;  ` Pfjv=Xjg
(tylts-open)
I; b : >; ; b : B ` P
(~c)a!v
   ! I
0
; 
0
` P
0
I;  ` (new b : B) P
(bec)a!v
   ! I
0
; 
0
` P
0
b 6= a
b 2 fn(v)
(tylts-ctxt)
I;  ` P

 ! I
0
; 
0
` P
0
I;  ` P

 ! I
0
; 
0
` P j P
0
(tylts-equiv)
I;  ` P

 ! I
0
; 
0
` P
0
I;  `Q

 ! I
0
; 
0
` P
0
P 

Q
I;  ` P

 ! I
0
; 
0
` P
0
I;  ` P jQ

 ! I
0
; 
0
` P
0
jQ
I;  `Q j P

 ! I
0
; 
0
`Q j P
0
bn() 62 fn(Q)
I; a : A;; a : A ` P

 !
I
0
; a : A;
0
; a : A ` P
0
I;  ` (new a : A) P

 ! I
0
; 
0
` (new a : A) P
0
a 62
n
()
Fig. 5. Typed Actions
and the same knowledge acquired, as in the case in which b already exists but
the environment has no type information for it, i.e. b : >.
Note also that the type annotations on the bound names of output actions
are dropped; they are only required in Figure 2 for the denition of the untyped
reduction relation

 !.
Proposition 4.2 If I;  ` P

 ! I
0
; 
0
` P
0
and I;  ` P is a conguration
then so is I
0
; 
0
` P
0
.
It follows that (Conf ;Act) is indeed a labelled transition system, (lts).
5 Characterising the Behavioural Preorders
First we recall the denition of weak bisimulation from [15].
Denition 5.1 Given a labelled transition system T , we say that a binary
relation R on T is a bisimulation if whenever n R m then
12
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
if p

 ! p
0
then there exists a q
^
=) q
0
such that p
0
R q
0

if q

 ! q
0
then there exists a p
^
=) p
0
such that p
0
R q
0
where
^
=) is dened to be

 !

, if  is  , and

 !


 !

 !

otherwise.
However we know that barbed congruence,

=
cxt
obs
, is w-closed and therefore
when applying this denition toConf we must ensure that we obtain a relation
which also has a suitable generalisation of this property. Therefore for we use
 denote the largest relation over Conf which is

a weak bisimulation

w-closed ; that is satisfying I;  ` P  I; 
0
` Q implies I;
00
; ;
00
`
P  I;
00
; 
0
;
00
` Q for all appropriate 
00
.
Theorem 5.2  j= P

=
cxt
obs
Q if and only if ; ` P  ; `Q.
It is well-known, [6], that may testing is in general determined by the
sequences of actions which processes can perform. Let us therefore apply this
idea to Conf , by dening the sequences of typed actions a conguration may
perform:

I;  ` P
"
=) I;  ` P

I; `P

 ! I
0
; 
0
`P
0
and I
0
; 
0
`P
0
s
=) I
00
; 
00
`P
00
implies I; `P
s
=)
I
00
; 
00
` P
00

I; `P

 ! I
0
; 
0
`P
0
and I
0
; 
0
`P
0
s
=) I
00
; 
00
`P
00
implies I; `P
s
=)
I
00
; 
00
` P
00
Write I;  ` P
s
=) to mean that there exists some I
0
and 
0
such that
I;  ` P
s
=) I
0
; 
0
.
Theorem 5.3 (May Characterisation) Suppose I ` P; Q. Then I j=
P

@
may
Q if and only if I
0
; I
0
` P
s
=) implies I
0
; I
0
` Q
s
=), for every
extension I
0
of I.
Note the use of the type environment extended by I
0
. Formally this is
required because

=
may
is a closed relation; intuitively testers, working in the
environment I can invent new names with which to test P; Q, names not
known in the current environment I.
It is also well-known, [6] that to characterise must testing we must addi-
tionally take into account the ability of processes to diverge while performing
a sequence of actions, P + s, and their acceptance sets after having performed
a sequence, Acc(P; s). For lack of space we omit the formal denitions, which
may be found in [9], but we apply them to the lts Conf :
Denition 5.4 In Conf we write C 
must
C
0
if for every trace s
C + s implies (a) C
0
+ s
(b) 8A 2 Acc(C
0
; s)
9A
0
2 Acc(C; s) such that A
0
 A:
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Theorem 5.5 (Must Characterisation) Suppose I ` P; Q. Then I j=
P

@
must
Q if and only if I
0
; I
0
` P 
o
must
I
0
; I
0
`Q, for every extension I
0
of
I.
Again note the use of extended environments.
The proof of each of these theorems is non-trivial; the details may be found
in the full version of the paper, [10], but an essential ingredient is the fact
that the eect of a typed action, , on a given conguration can be captured
precisely using a corresponding context C

[ ].
6 Conclusion
In this paper we have studied typed behavioural equivalences for the -calculus
in the presence of both matching and subtyping. It is the precisely the in-
teraction between these features which necessitated the development of a new
operational semantics in order to characterise behavioural equivalences. In
particular we have shown that natural typed versions testing and barbed con-
gruences can be captured by applying standard techniques to a new lts of
typed actions, Conf . Thus, at least in principle, it should be possible to
use, or adapt, existing proof methodologies and verication systems, [4,5] to
prove type dependent equivalences between processes. Admittedly the states,
I;  ` P , in the lts are a priori complicated, consisting of a process term P ,
a type environment for its computing context I and a separate type environ-
ment for the process itself . But the observant reader will have noticed that
in the rules for generated Conf , in Figure 5, the last type environment 
plays no role. Technically its presence has been convenient for deriving our
results, which depend on the fact that processes are well-typed with respect
to some environment coherent with I, but in an implementation of Conf they
could be safely omitted.
There has been closely related previous work which characterise typed
contextual equivalences by using an observer's view of the type environment.
In [18] the observer's view is used to account for contextual equivalences in the
presence of polymorphic types in the -calculus but in the absence of name
matching. Since the observer can never test names for identity each name it
receives must be considered new, although the process being observed may
repeatedly send out the same actual name. Thus the observers perspective
must be represented by a type environment, representing the names of which
it has knowledge and their types, and a function , mapping the observers
names to the actual names used by the process. Thus in this setting typed
actions take the form
I;  ` P

 ! I
0
; 
0
`Q
where I represents the view the type environment of the observer and  is
in general a many-to-one function whose domain coincides with that of I. In
subsequent work, [2], these typed actions were used to provide a co-inductive
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characterisation of a barbed congruence. Our results may thus be considered
as a generalisation of this work to a language with name matching. The lack
of a name equality test impacts upon the behavioural equivalence of the lan-
guage through the fact that names obtained from the process by some testing
context may not be identied with previously known names. In particular this
precludes the ability to accumulate type information for names which is fun-
damental to our system; we have argued in the Introduction that this feature
also occurs naturally in many distributed programming languages.
With regards to the process theory, the inability to identify names entails
a barbed congruence (on matching free terms) which is strictly coarser than
that presented in this paper. Specically, the examples of the so-called \Repli-
cation Theorem" used in [2] to demonstrate their characterisation of barbed
congruence is simply not a valid equation in our setting. Hence the tech-
niques developed in [2] are necessarily inapplicable here, and more generally,
whenever a name equality test is present.
Our novel labelled transition system allows for a gradual increase in knowl-
edge about types of names and not only provides a fresh approach to under-
standing the eects of subtyping on process equivalence but helps to identify
the crucial role that the name equality test plays with regards to observable
behaviour for high-level programming languages with subtyping.
Typed process equivalences, as opposed to untyped ones, have numerous
interesting applications. For example such an equivalence has been used in [19]
to investigate translations of the -calculus into the -calculus; the use of types
enables stronger results to be demonstrated. In [25] complier optimisations
are justied using a typed equivalence, for a language similar to ours. We also
intend to develop typed equivalences for the higher-order process language in
[26,23], where types are used to protect resources and computing hosts from
malicious agents; in such scenarios demonstrating that a particular policy does
indeed oer host protection would amount to proving typed equivalences.
We have based our notion of contextual equivalence on the approach of
[11,8] rather than that used, for example in [16]. In the latter the behavioural
equivalence itself is not required to be itself contextual, but instead the largest
contextual relation contained in it is the focus of study. The two approaches
are conceptually not very dierent and in many cases they actually gener-
ate the same behavioural relation; see for example [11,7]. However proofs
characterising the latter in terms of bisimulation relations are often complex,
dependent on the precise constructs of the language being investigated, and
sometimes even require innitary syntactic constructs; see for example the
characterisation proofs in [16,24]. Indeed more recent characterisation theo-
rems, such as that in [1] tend to be restricted to nite-branching processes.
On the other hand characterisation theorems for the kind of formalisation we
have chosen are usually conceptually more simple, or at least not very depen-
dent on the precise language constructs to hand; see for example the proofs
in [11,13].
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